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Democrats and their media allies, including political commentator Don Lemon, think that deaths 

in America because of gun violence and health-related issues are America’s real national 

emergencies, not the demonstrable crisis along the southern U.S. border. 

“Do you think that gun violence is a national emergency — is it problematic or is a national 

emergency?” Lemon rhetorically asked Steve Cortes, an informal adviser to President Donald 

Trump, Saturday evening on CNN. “Is healthcare a national emergency or is it problematic?” 

“It’s not a national emergency by the definition of the law of the National Emergencies Act,” 

Cortes replied, referencing a 1976 law that formalized the president’s emergency powers. “The 

act is the president’s role as commander of chief to protect the president from external threats.” 

“So the border wall, which everyone will admit is problematic, is in your estimation an 

emergency but not problematic like the other two things, even though the numbers could bear out 

that they’re emergencies as well?” Lemon replied. 

Listen: 

His rhetoric fits with the general consensus among the left that the border crisis is a “made-up 

crisis” and that deaths by guns, opioids, suicides, etc., are the real crisis in America. 

The argument posits that since deaths by guns, opioids, suicides, etc., are increasing, whereas the 

number of border apprehensions are allegedly decreasing (false), there’s no crisis. The leftists at 

Quartz have even pointed to the apparently meager number of murders committed by criminal 

aliens. 

“[A] Cato Institute estimate based on convicted murderers in Texas shows the rate of homicides 

committed by undocumented immigrants in the US would amount to, at most, 1.8 per 100,000 

undocumented immigrants,” the far-left publication casually noted last week. 

While it’s unclear whether Cortes was right in his assertion that the National Emergencies Act 

only applies to external threats, what’s undeniable is that Congress has taken concrete actions on 

both gun violence and health-related issues by, among others, passing a gun reciprocity bill to 

empower Americans with the ability to protect themselves, and passing bipartisan opioids 

legislation. 

https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/11/13/every-week-illegal-border-crossings-dwarf-caravan-thats-hundreds-of-miles-away-693118
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/01/21/manufactured-crisis-update-previously-arrested-illegal-immigrant-suspected-of-4-murders-in-nevada-716143
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/01/21/manufactured-crisis-update-previously-arrested-illegal-immigrant-suspected-of-4-murders-in-nevada-716143
https://twitter.com/GOPChairwoman/status/1094674361951363075
https://qz.com/1549086/issues-that-cause-more-american-deaths-than-the-border-crisis-and-havent-prompted-a-state-of-emergency/
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2017/12/27/single-mother-pardoned-chris-christie-wants-trumps-side-signs-gun-reciprocity-law-580529
https://www.ada.org/en/publications/ada-news/2018-archive/october/congress-passes-bipartisan-opioid-legislation
https://www.ada.org/en/publications/ada-news/2018-archive/october/congress-passes-bipartisan-opioid-legislation


What has Congress done for the border crisis? Nothing, unless you count passing a widely 

panned bill that empowers human traffickers and makes it easier for alleged asylum seekers to 

cheat the system and illegally escape into the interior of the United States as something. 

Keep in mind that this “something” is so flawed that criminal alien-loving Democrats were 

tempted to gloat after they successfully pushed it through the House and Senate last week. 

https://t.co/1uIJK1GzNe 

This once again shows how little #Democrats care about you & me. Its all about funding 

other countries & Resist. Sickening. 

— 🖤Bink🖤 (@markle_darla) February 16, 2019 

Meanwhile, an estimated 2,000 so-called “migrants” continue to stream across the southern 

border daily. A notable number of these migrants go on to commit additional crimes, including 

but not limited to theft, child molestation, rape, assault and even murder. 

Some migrants attempt to seek asylum at ports of entry. While the majority of asylum claims 

have been found to be false, the bill passed by Congress last week made it easier for fake asylum 

seekers to cheat the system by making it so that no money allocated to the Department of 

Homeland Security may be used to detain or deport “a sponsor, potential sponsor, or member of 

a household of a sponsor or potential sponsor of an unaccompanied alien child.” 

In other words, any migrant who crosses the border illegally with a child in stow cannot be 

touched by DHS and its sub-agencies, including U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 

Tucked strategically under a clause for coast guard…section 224(a) will prevent 

.@ICEgov from detaining or removing any sponsor, potential sponsor or a member of a 

household who has accompanied an alien child. pic.twitter.com/DkPOelt7rZ 

— Priscilla ⭐️⭐️⭐️ (@LucetVeritas) February 14, 2019 

This is expected to only exacerbate the growing scourge of child trafficking, but remember, 

according to Lemon and others in the left, there’s no crisis along the southern border. 

Note also that according to the far-left, the solution to gun violence in America is to impose 

draconian regulations that violate the American people’s Second Amendment rights. 

Note also that whereas the right to bear arms is enshrined in the U.S. Constitution, nowhere in 

the 232-year document is there a provision saying that foreigners have a right to illegally enter 

the U.S. But because of Democrat policies and rhetoric, far too many foreigners now believe 

they have this right. 

And according to social media users, this belief and its consequences (endless border crossings, 

rapes, molestations, murders, etc.) is indeed a real and very demonstrable crisis — one that 

Lemon would know about if he’d just hop off his throne at CNN and take a glimpse of the real 

world: 

Anytime you want to do a real recon on the border Don, I advise you to go on a ride 

along like Dan Crenshaw with border patrol late at night. That is if you can handle it! But 

you have to go for more than one night. But I doubt you want to leave your cushion seat 

while on camera. 

https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/02/15/dan-bongino-warns-of-a-disturbing-poison-pill-hidden-within-dems-spending-bill-724043
https://t.co/1uIJK1GzNe
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Democrats?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/markle_darla/status/1096882573781823488?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/03/05/mexican-steals-identity-us-citizen-gets-361k-gov-benefits-now-hes-finally-caught-609764
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/01/26/previously-deported-sexually-violent-child-molester-keeps-coming-back-to-us-sentenced-to-401-years-717868
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/07/06/police-find-illegal-immigrant-suspected-of-teen-rape-in-ohio-cowering-under-a-bed-in-texas-651770
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/01/15/immigrant-was-previously-deported-multiple-times-before-arrest-for-alleged-sex-assault-of-11-year-old-713911
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/01/21/manufactured-crisis-update-previously-arrested-illegal-immigrant-suspected-of-4-murders-in-nevada-716143
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/06/30/fact-check-are-80-of-asylum-court-cases-not-approved-649804
https://twitter.com/ICEgov?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/DkPOelt7rZ
https://twitter.com/LucetVeritas/status/1096094927203852290?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/02/10/gallup-poll-42-mil-want-to-settle-in-us-5-mil-will-to-do-do-so-in-next-12-months-so-whats-the-plan-722807


— Merica!!! (@hellhoundmp) February 16, 2019 

To all you idiots at @CNN you don’t live in El Paso. You can’t see what happens from a 

rooftop. You don’t see what happens on a daily basis here. @donlemon what are you, 

stupid? Until you live down here and see for yourself, keep your ignorant mouth shut. It 

is a crisis. 

— Joe The Butcher🇺🇸 (@joe_the_butcher) February 16, 2019 

Don Lemon is Wrong. 

— Bradley Franklin A. (@007darB) February 15, 2019 

The border is not a manufactured crisis lemon head. get a clue 

— Pete Studer (@studer_pete) February 16, 2019 

You are a distraction. There is a crisis at the border. This is not manufactured. Faster built 

wall, faster security. Simple. 

— Carolyn Naples-ginte (@Carnapgin) February 16, 2019 

The crisis at the border is best evidenced by the 23,000,000 illegals already in America! 

— ❌❌SuzI IzuS❌❌ (@cnnisfaux) February 16, 2019 

@donlemon asked on TV today, what are we stupid? Let me answer that Don, yes you 

are stupid if you think border security is a manufactured crisis. 

— GFS NETWORK (@_mrwarmth) February 16, 2019 
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